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Science for Society Solutions (S4S)

The mission of S4S is to reduce the gap between 

science and society by mainstreaming participatory 

approaches to stakeholder engagement and the 

co-production of knowledge. 

Through translational research methods, tools and 

collaborative technologies, S4S seeks to ensure 

that scientific research has broader environmental 

and societal impact, with the ultimate goal of 

promoting resilience and adaptive capacity to 

environmental change.
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This talk is based on the contention 

that understanding participation is 

essential to the success of Green 

Economy Startups

1. Innovation + Participation 

= More Effective Acceleration

2. Participation + Alliances

= Novel Revenue Streams

(to support further 

innovation)



It can be summed up by saying 
perspective of your end users matters!!!



The bad news (part 1)

Research on the green economy suggests 

that many environmental innovations do not 

make it through the commercialization 

process because of a failure to 

communicate product benefits from the 

perspective of the customer, preventing 

financing. 

Lonsdale J. 2005. Capacity of companies in the environmental 

industries sector to obtain finance for commercialisation of 

environmental technologies. Environmental Innovations 

Advisory Group (EIAG), UK Gov.



The bad news (part 2)

Green and social entrepreneurs too often 

do not properly engage their target 

audience or clients during project/product/ 

service development process, and thus 

fail to capture the true value proposition 

of what they have to offer.

Lonsdale J. 2005. Capacity of companies in the environmental 

industries sector to obtain finance for commercialisation of 

environmental technologies. Environmental Innovations 

Advisory Group (EIAG), UK Gov.



The good news

There are alternatives to traditional 

approaches to product development which 

are fast, iterative and incremental. They 

are client-driven …

(rather than product- or idea-driven)

which increases relevancy 

and helps capture the 

full value proposition 

necessary to communicate 

to financiers.  



A good example: Lean Startup

Lean startup (first proposed 

in 2008 by Eric Ries) 

endeavors to shorten product 

development cycles by 

adopting a combination of 

rapid business-hypothesis-

driven experimentation, 

iterative product releases, 

and what Ries calls 

validated learning.

http://theleanstartup.com/



Traditional product development 

is like a waterfall

Source: Eric Ries: http://www.slideshare.net/startuplessonslearned

http://StartupLessonsLearned.blogspot.com

It depends on a perfect 

understanding of the product 

requirements at the outset and 

minimal errors executing each 

stage.

Unit of Progress:

Advance to the 

next stage.



Lean Startup combines customer 

development with agile product development

Unit of Progress:

Validated learning 

about customers

Customer Development



Where is the participation? 

Steve Blank is recognized for developing the Customer Development 

methodology, which launched the Lean Startup movement. Many of the tools in 

“Search” are adapted from the participatory research literature.

http://steveblank.com/2012/09/06/the-lean-launchpad-online/



A nice cartoon of the “Search for 

a Validated Business Model”
Source: http://coentreprenez.com/



This requires regular interaction 

with end users



Time for a 1 question quiz!

New ideas / 
products / 

technologies 
spread primarily 

through good
communication 
and marketing.



False! 
Ideas/products/technologies spread 

among and through people
• Many scientists assume ideas spread based on 

the message, through good advertising or 

extensive and effective media coverage (mass 

marketing)

• But actually successful marketing is driven by 

people. Ideas spread among people (marketing 

that targets agents of change).

• In other words, a good message and effective 

communication is a good start, but engaging 

the right people at the right time is essential.



End users influence each other

Diffusion of innovations,
or the spread of an idea,
method, practice, or 
product throughout a
social system, occurs
gradually as some users
wait to see how it has worked for 
others before they are willing to 
adopt a new method.

Rogers, E.M. 2003. Diffusion of Innovations. New York: Free Press. 



Innovation Adoption Life Cycle
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Customer and Product Development & 

Marketing Strategy Need to be Aligned

Differences in needs make mainstream adopters (buyers) 

a completely different market from the Early Market

Moore, G.A. 1999. Crossing the Chasm: Marketing and Selling High-Tech Products to 

Mainstream Customers (revised edition). New York: HarperCollins.



Test your knowledge!
Based on these advertisements, where are these 

organizations in terms of the adoption cycle?



Why does this cycle matter?

Clarification of User-

Desired 

Functionality

New product 

Capabilities

Functionality 

Threshold for 

Adoption

Time

• New idea/concept/product capabilities and user needs 

can converge over time 

– provided user needs are well understood, and 

– product development is shaped by user needs



Early Phases

• Technical development further along than familiarity of needs

• Resources directed towards understanding potential users’ needs
– Workshops, surveys, depth interviews and observational techniques used 

to ascertain which tools should be developed

– Users’ graphical and interface requirements uncovered

• Cultivation of lead user/influencers

Clarification of User-

Desired 

Functionality

New product 

Capabilities

Functionality 

Threshold for 

Adoption

Time



Later Phases

• Efforts to use new intelligence in product development 

begins
– Dynamic animation tool evolves into GeoDIVA

– Ability to view and utilize multiple data sets at one time

– RangeView used in decision support

Clarification of User-

Desired 

Functionality

New product 

Capabilities

Functionality 

Threshold for 

Adoption

Time



Moving to the larger market

• Product crosses functionality threshold for adoption

• Growth transitions from lead users to larger user base
– “Fine tuning” the product to further meet needs

• Understanding interrelationship of four virtuous cycles

Clarification of User-

Desired 

Functionality

New product 

Capabilities

Functionality 

Threshold for 

Adoption

Time



Sustainability of Business Model 

Requires Synergistic Alignment of 

Multiple Virtuous Cycles

User 

Retention
Product 

Development

User 

Acquisition

Co-Development Alliances

(e.g. Other agencies)



Diffusion

influence

Use Product 

/ Service in 

Decisions

Pay Usage 

Fees

Awareness

Comprehension 

& Training

Trial

Application 

Potential

Site 

Maintenance

Integrated 

Suite of Tools

Decision 

Benefits

Science 

/Modeling

PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENT

Development: 

Data, Tools, Interface

CO-DEVELOPMENT  

ALLIANCES 

(e.g.Other Science 

Agencies)

USER ACQUISITION

USER 

RETENTION

Report & 

Extract

Product 

Enhancement

New User Communities

New Data 

& Tools

$ (Royalties & 

cost-sharing)

IP Sharing New Users $ (Marketing)

$ (Operational 

Support)

Product 

Benefits

$ (Science 

Grants)

Conviction

User 

Feedback

•Product 

development and 

co-development 

alliances are 

focused on 

creating ‘value’ 

for end-users

•User acquisition 

and retention are 

focused on 

delivering and 

extracting some 

of the ‘value’ 

using diffusion 

principles, 

marketing 

activities, and 

business 

operations



• User Acquisition

– Development of stable user base

– Usage fees fund marketing efforts to acquire 

new users

– Current users also assist in the diffusion 

process

Awareness

Comprehension 
& Training

Trial

USER ACQUISITION

Conviction

Use 
RangeView

Pay Usage 
Fees

Decision 
Benefits

USER 
RETENTION

Report & 
Extract

Diffusion 

influence

New Users

$ (Marketing)



• User Retention

– Need for separate “operational” and 
“developmental” versions of product or service

– Users provide feedback for future development

– Part of usage fees fund development

– Development provides new benefits to users

 

$ (Operational 

Support) 

User Feedback 

RangeView 

Benefits 

Use 
RangeView 

Pay Usage 
Fees 

Decision 
Benefits 

USER 
RETENTION 
SYNERGY V 

Report & 
Extract 

Application 
Potential 

Site 
Maintenance 
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/Modeling 

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 

Synergy II, III, IV, V 

Development:  
Data, Tools, Interface 

$ (Science 

Grants) 



• Product Development

– Heart of the system

– Outside funding necessary to continue

– Innovation IP can be leveraged vis-à-vis Co-

Development Alliances

IP Sharing

(GeoDIVA)

New Data

and Tools

$ (Royalties & 

cost-sharing)

Application 
Potential

Site 
Maintenance

Science 
/Modeling

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

Development: 
Data, Tools, Interface

$ (Science 

Grants)

Integrated 
Suite of Tools

CO-DEVELOPMENT  
ALLIANCES 

(e.g., government 

agencies, universities, 

other companies

Product 
Enhancement



• Co-Development Alliances

– Leveraging innovation IP with partners that 

bring something essential to the table (e.g., 

access to Horizon 2020 research funding).

– Alliances also bring new user groups 

New User Communities

Integrated 
Suite of Tools

CO-DEVELOPMENT  
ALLIANCES 
(e.g.USDA-FS-RSAC)

Synergy V

Product 
Enhancement

Awareness

Comprehension 
& Training

Trial

USER ACQUISITION

Synergy II, III, IV, V

Conviction



• For breakthrough new products, development should be 

technology-driven as well as market-driven, but 

– market sensing mechanisms (Voice of the Customer) will 

need to be richer 

– using principles of visioning, empathic design, and lead-

user cooperation

TECHNOLOGY

VOICE

CUSTOMER

VOICE

BREAKTHROUGH

NEW PRODUCTS

Marketing Tasks

- Visioning the Market

- Building and creating

Demand for the product

INCREMENTAL

NEW PRODUCTS

Marketing Tasks

- Listening to the Market

-Effectively and efficiently

addressing existing demand



Marketing theory: Kano Model
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Focus Group

Group dynamics 

frequently bring out 

aspects of the topic that 

would not have come up 

in an individual 

interview, and often not 

anticipated by the 

researcher.



Two-way Knowledge Exchange: 

Educate and Specify Simultaneously

October 2002 Workshop: Natural Resource Managers from Government Agencies



Share

86%

Don't

14%

Sharing (data, ideas, etc.) greatly influences adoption.

The more extensive the “sharing” network, the more likely…

The Power of Local Networks

A. Leung. 2001. Survey of 

State, Local, Tribal 

government users of GIS and 

their potential to adopt NASA 

EOS products.



Mutual/Social Learning

• Learning is a cognitive process that takes place in a social 
context. It can occur purely through observation even in the 
absence of direct reinforcement.

• Mutual/Social learning is participating with others to make 
sense out of new ideas. 

• With the teacher-as-learner, 
the process can result in 
the co-production of 
knowledge.

Product 

Development

Product 

Developers

Lead User1

Lead User 2

Lead User 3

Social Learning Bandura (1963) 



Social learning can help seed diffusion

• Designing engagement 
to encourage social 
learning creates an 
atmosphere where 
some learners take 
leadership roles.

• These learners may 
become active 
supporters of the 
ideas/technologies 
learned.

• These learners become change agents.



This talk is based on the contention that 
understanding participation is essential to 

the success of Green Economy Startups

1. Innovation + Participation 

= More Effective Acceleration

2. Participation + Alliances

= Novel Revenue Streams

(to support further 

innovation)



What about novel revenue streams?

• Understanding the role of participatory methods can 
help small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
accelerate more effectively by ensuring their 
products/services match with client/stakeholder 
needs. 

• This is not only essential to obtaining financing 
through the private sector, it is equally 
important to capitalizing on the € 8.33 
billion in European Union (EU) support for 
Research and Innovation activities 
targeting SMEs.



What about novel revenue streams?

• Horizon 2020 research funding offers a major 
opportunity

• One third of the total evaluation points available 
for EU Research and Innovation actions are 
dedicated to the broader impact of the research.

• SMEs that embrace participatory approaches can 
provide invaluable support to research consortia 
efforts to integrate new knowledge, enhance 
innovation capacity and strengthen 
competitiveness .



An Example

• Draft Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2016-2017 
in the area of Climate action, environment, 
resource efficiency and raw materials.

• SMEs are in the position to not only contribute to 
the research and development, but also follow 
up research project with work linked closer to 
market activities.

• The European Commission is looking for research 
that has broader impact, which means 
engagement! The same methods!!!



Example of a common approach to 
the "dissemination" section of many 

research proposals

“The results of XYPROJECT will be made 

accessible to natural resource managers, policy 

makers, and other audiences, using a variety of 

dissemination methods such as reports, booklets, 

newsletters, meetings, videos, and TV. All project 

results and recommendations will be stored and 

made accessible to the public by developing a web-

based harmonized information system 

(XYPROJECT-IS).”



Thank you! 

Barron J. Orr

barron.orr@gmail.com


